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The E9 bodywork was built by Karmann. The E9 range was replaced by the E24 6 Series. The
lead designer was Wilhelm Hofmeister. The CS' advantages were thus strictly optical to begin
with. Not only was the CS lighter than the preceding CS, it also had a smaller frontal aspect,
further increasing the performance advantage. The CS was replaced by the 3. The 3. In the
United States, models have protruding 5 mile per hour bumpers. Introduced in May , [7] the 3.
The "L" in the designation meant leicht light , unlike in other BMW designations, where it meant
lang long. The lightness was achieved by using thinner steel to build the unit body, deleting the
trim and soundproofing, [8] using aluminium alloy doors, bonnet, and boot lid, and using
Perspex side windows. Initially using the same engine as the 3. This was done because the
wings were illegal for use on German roads. The full aero package earned the racing CSLs the
nickname " Batmobile ". The last version of the E9 to be introduced was the 2. This was a
response to the oil crisis , such that the buyer could choose the smaller, more economical
engine. In , BMW introduced the 3. The car is a tribute to the 3. It has an inline-six engine with an
eBoost hybrid system in the rear of the car. As a homage to the original, the 3. The car
celebrates both the 40th anniversary of BMW in North America and the racing success of the 3.
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instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Images are general in nature and may
not reflect the specific vehicle selected. The Japanese manufacturers presented a major
challenge in the s, but BMW responded in with the Slash Five series of bikes that were
significantly different than their predecessors. They could even be had in colors other than
black and white. The initial sign of change had been in the ISDT bikes, which gained the
long-travel telescopic front forks that signaled the end of the Earles fork days. A new frame was
developed along the lines of the Norton featherbed. The new Slash Five bikes were introduced
at the Cologne Motor Show and were presented in cc, cc and cc forms. The R50, R60 and R75
shared an updated bottom end with different cylinders and pistons. Electric start was an option
on the R50 but the R60 and R75 had electric and kick starts. Both the R50 and R60 had Bing
slide carburetors while the R75 had new constant velocity carburetors. The camshaft was
relocated to under the crank, which improved oiling and made for a smoother overall
appearance. The frame was now a welded up front unit with a large diameter oval lightweight
spine tube, and a bolt-on rear swing-arm. Alloy wheels were 19 inches in front 18 inches at the
rear. Instruments included a tachometer and warning lights, and a complete toolkit could be
found under the seat. Early complaints about high speed wobbles were resolved by lengthening
the swing arm in , while rear seal leaks were eventually defeated through the simple expedient
of much harder running-in, which stopped the piston rings from glazing over. When that
happened, if new bikes were babied, exhaust gasses passed the rings and pressurized the
crankcase â€” especially since both pistons reached TDC together. Few problems have been
noted, though the wiring harness could use fuses. Engines can have top end rattle, which may
just mean that the valves need adjusting. Rocker arms can be upgraded with needle bearings
instead of the original plain bushings. Expect front springs to be soft, and watch out for center
stand wear. Good original examples can be found, and brighter colors will cost more if they are
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